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Edwin Lefevre, Tim Price : Reminiscences of a Stock Operator: The classic novel based on the life of legendary
stock market speculator Jesse Livermore (Harriman Definitive Editions) before purchasing it in order to gage
whether or not it would be worth my time, and all praised Reminiscences of a Stock Operator: The classic novel based
on the life of legendary stock market speculator Jesse Livermore (Harriman Definitive Editions):
0 of 0 people found the following review helpful. One of those must-read books for anybody trying to become ...By
Chris T.One of those must-read books for anybody trying to become a trader. It helps you understand the process and
mindset of a successful trader and many things from trading in the 20's still hold true to this day.4 of 5 people found
the following review helpful. Not the way Buffett does itBy fitzallingIf you're interested in the culture behind Wall
Street in the early 20th Century or if you like the story of how a boy gets introduced to what amounts to gambling and
becomes addicted, this book should appeal to you. I gave it 4 stars and not 5 because much of the first half of the book
became repetitive. The second half of the book, roughly chapters 13 through 24 take Larry Livermore, who was a highprofile figure on Wall Street, from one of his periodic insolvencies back to prominence. The book ends with Mr.
Livermore's thoughts on the stock market, how to manipulate individual stocks in the stock market with specific
examples, and some thoughts on the psychology of stock market "plungers" or speculators. Mr. Livermore was not
what would now be called a fundamental investor (think Warren Buffett); rather, he looked for patterns in individual
stock prices as these may be affected by the overall bullishness or bearishness of the market as a whole. When the
patterns appeared fortuitous, he put his money where his mouth was and plunged. Many times this worked out for him,
but the book contains specific instances where it did not. Going broke seems to have been a regular occurrence;
resilience was an essential quality in his life.The book reads like an autobiography, but it is not. The book was written
by Edwin LeFevre about Mr. Livermore. The book has the tone of the life of a gambler (which Wall Street may beWarren Buffett reportedly lost a $1B in value in his IBM stock today) and if you find gambling distasteful, you may
want to avoid this book.The book intrigued me with its description of some of the denizens of Wall Street of a 100 or
more years ago. There were fundamental investors, which Mr. Livermore did not regard highly. There were the
charlatans and shysters who sought to profit from the get-rich-quick proclivities of other players in Wall Street. There
seems to have even been some who sought to develop mathematical formulas to aid their investing (think today's
algorithms). There were even fellow stock market operators who enlisted Mr. Livermore's help and then complained
when he didn't leave himself open to their attempts to profit by the aid that he was providing them. I found it

fascinating that 100 years had passed and much had not changed.If you have an interest in Wall Street, mass
psychology, men's baser instincts, and staying alive in a financial jungle, I recommend the book. I believe that it will
reward your time.0 of 0 people found the following review helpful. Reinforces O'Neil and IBDBy KenWLarry (Jesse)
Livermore is presented as if he were talking directly to the reader. He "confirms" that the key characteristics of
successful trading have not changed -- ever. I have integrated the educational benefit of this delightful read with the
publications of William J O'Neil, Amy Smith, Matthew Galgani (!!!), Richard Wyckoff and Mark Minervini. The
'market' is currently in correction therefore I continue to study, create watch lists and wait for a robust uptrend.
Livermore preached patience. He also emphasized the importance of ignoring 'tipsters' and lame-stream media
'experts.' It's the IBD and nothing else for me! The current (Oct2014) roller coaster market with quickening cycles of
uptrend/uptrend under pressure/correction is frustrating. Those without patience will lose money. REMINISCENCES
reinforces the importance of investing only in strong market uptrends (unless shorting) with leading stocks in leading
sectors. This book is a FUN educational reading experience.
Reminiscences of a Stock Operator is the unforgettable story of the life of Jesse Livermore, one of Wall Street's
greatest ever stock speculators.Loosely fictionalised in 1923 in collaboration with journalist Edwin Lefevre, this is the
story of the highs and the lows, the strategies and the street smarts, the epic wins (and sometimes epic losses) that has
inspired generations of investors and traders.This edition comes with an exclusive foreword by Tim Price, author of
Investing Through the Looking Glass.Harriman Definitive Editions offer the best quality editions of the best financial
books of all time. Meticulously proofread, beautifully typeset in new designs, accompanied by forewords by the best
modern financial writers, printed and bound in high-quality hardcovers on acid-free paper - they are essential longterm additions to the portfolio of every investor and trader.
.com Stock investing is a relatively recent phenomenon and the inventory of true classics is somewhat slim. When
asked, people in the know will always list books by Benjamin Graham, Burton G. Malkiel's A Random Walk Down
Wall Street, and Common Stocks and Uncommon Profits and Other Writings by Philip A. Fisher. You'll know you're
getting really good advice if they also mention Reminiscences of a Stock Operator by Edwin Lefegrave;vre.
Reminiscences of a Stock Operator is the thinly disguised biography of Jesse Livermore, a remarkable character who
first started speculating in New England bucket shops at the turn of the century. Livermore, who was banned from
these shady operations because of his winning ways, soon moved to Wall Street where he made and lost his fortune
several times over. What makes this book so valuable are the observations that Lefegrave;vre records about investing,
speculating, and the nature of the market itself. For example: "It never was my thinking that made the big money for
me. It always was my sitting. Got that? My sitting tight! It is no trick at all to be right on the market. You always find
lots of early bulls in bull markets and early bears in bear markets. I've known many men who were right at exactly the
right time, and began buying or selling stocks when prices were at the very level which should show the greatest
profit. And their experience invariably matched mine--that is, they made no real money out of it. Men who can both be
right and sit tight are uncommon." If you've ever spent weekends and nights puzzling over whether to buy, sell, or hold
a position in whatever investment--be it stock, bonds, or pork bellies, you'll be glad that you read this book.
Reminiscences of a Stock Operator is full of lessons that are as relevant today as they were in 1923 when the book was
first published. Highly recommended. --Harry C. Edwards "Simply a very well-written book and an engulfing story for
anyone interested in the stock market" -Matt Koppenheffer, The Motley Fool "You'll be glad that you read this book." Value Walk "Probably the single most important book on trading that exists" -Bill BonnerFrom the Inside
FlapReminiscences of a Stock Operator "hellip; I learned early that there is nothing new in Wall Street. There
canrsquo;t be because speculation is as old as the hills. Whatever happens in the stock market today has happened
before and will happen again. Irsquo;ve never forgotten that.hellip; The fact that I remember that way is my way of
capitalizing experience." mdash;from Reminiscences of a Stock Operator First published in 1923, Reminiscences of a
Stock Operator is the fictionalized biography of Jesse Livermore, one of the greatest speculators who ever lived. Now,
more than 70 years later, Reminiscences remains the most widely read, highly recommended investment book ever
written. Generations of investors have found that it has more to teach them about themselves and other investors than
years of experience in the market. They have also discovered that its trading advice and keen analyses of market price
movements ring as true today as in 1923. Jesse Livermore won and lost tens of millions of dollars playing the stock
and commodities markets during the early 1900smdash;at one point making the thenastronomical amount of ten
million dollars in just one month of trading. So potent a market force was he in his day that, in 1929, he was widely
believed to be the man responsible for causing the Crash. He was forced into seclusion and had to hire a bodyguard.
Originally reviewed in The New York Times as a nonfiction book, Reminiscences of a Stock Operator vividly
recounts Livermorersquo;s mastery of the markets from the age cf 14. Always good at figures, he learns, early on, that
he can predict which way the numbers will go. Starting out with an investment of five dollars, he amasses a fortune by
his early twenties and establishes himself as a major player on the Street. He makes his first killing in 1906, selling
short on Union Pacific. He goes on to corner the cotton market, and has a million-dollar day Bullish in bear markets

and bearish among bulls, he claims that only suckers gamble on the market. The trick, he advises, is to protect yourself
by balancing your investments, and selling big on the way down. Livermore goes broke three times, but he comes back
each time feeling richer for the learning experience. Offering profound insights into the motivations, attitudes, and
feelings shared by every investor, Reminiscences of a Stock Operator is a timeless instructional tale that will enrich
the livesmdash;and portfoliosmdash;of todayrsquo;s traders as it has those of generations past.
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